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1. Introduction
The LISA 2013 conference report has been written by the seven attending students
from the master program “Network and System administration” at the University
of Oslo and Oslo University College of Applied sciences.

1.1 Attendance
Several students were offered the opportunity to join the 2013 edition of the “Large
Installation System Administration Conference(LISA)”. LISA offers its attendees
a chance to further enhance their knowledge in terms of current technology being
utilized within the industry through training sessions and invited talks. The students that were offered attendance had full access to the conference area and its
courses in exchange for their services at the badge pick-up desk and various sessions.
The students that attended the 2013 LISA conference was:
Jonas Sollihøgda, Kjetil Skansen Elfving, Gisle Hagen, Ole-Jørgen Hagen, Mads
Larsen, Stig-Arild Ysterud and Martin Rødvand

1.2 After hours
The LISA conference is not all about attending sessions and listening to invited
speakers, it is also an incredible arena for socialization. The LISA conference is
a great place for system administrators to meet like minded individuals to whom
they may share thoughts on the current industry or simply engage in friendly conversation regarding just about everything. During the after hours at the conference,
the attendees had the opportunity to participate in various social events.
During the evening hours on Sunday one had the freedom to participate and play
a selection of board games during “board game night”. Of which, one game in
particular is always highly popular amongst the LISA attendees, “Cards against
humanity”. From Tuesday through Thursday, the attendees had the opportunity to
attend Birds-of-a-Feather sessions, or so called BoF’s. These sessions were open
for everyone and each BoF throughout the week had a pre-selected topic in which
everyone could engage in discussion surrounding this particular topic. These BoF’s
are usually a popular venture point during the night hours of the conference.
True to each edition of the LISA conference, the LISA 13 conference had a theme
associated with it, inspired by the movie “The Big Lewbowski”. The theme especially highlighted the bowling aspect of the movie, which was evident at the LISA
13 Reception. The reception was a more formal greeting to the conference and
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served both food and drinks, and various activities, one being human bowling.
Throughout the conference one had the chance to visit various booths and stands
hosted by the sponsors of the LISA 13 conference. These stands had qualified
personnel that would kindly explain their business ideas and further engage in conversation about their products and merchandise.

1.3 Working at LISA 13
In addition to attend the conference, the students had to work a period of time during their stay in Washington D.C. This was part of an agreement in order to attend
the different sessions in the conference. The work the students had to participate
in, included both preparations and performing different jobs during the conference.
This created an opportunity to get acquainted with other sysadmins which the students found very helpful and interesting. The tasks the students had to perform
while attending LISA 13 included things such as:
• Preparing a welcome bag for everyone attended the conference
• Greet the attendees of the conference as well as providing them with information and badges which was needed for the different sessions.
• Door monitoring for different sessions.
• Updating information boards which was used for different sessions.
This was a very interesting experience with regards to both language and the professional environment at the conference.

1.4 The Conference
The conference itself had a quite an elaborate schedule, and the attendees could
participate in various sessions and workshops throughout the conference week as
well as invited talks.
The different events were as follows:

Training Sessions
These sessions would be lectured by professional and skilfull instructors within
the area of system administration. Both technical and non-technical sessions were
given and some key subjects were; Cloud System Administration, Linux, Coding,
and DevOps.
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Figure 1: Badge-pickup at the reception area where the volunteers, the students,
worked during their stay at LISA 13

The participants could follow the instructor on a more practical level by using the
related lab and practical material that was handed out to each attendee at the first
day of the conference. Some of the many topics covered during the training sessions were; Securing Linux Servers, PowerShell fundamentals, Nagios, Building
a sysadmin sandbox, Hands-on security for system administrators, scripting for
automation and documentation techniques for system administrators.

Technical Sessions
During the technical sessions attendees had the opportunity of listening to speakers
of which were either invited speakers, speakers who had submitted research papers
and been accepted, or “The Guru is in”. The invited talks would surround various
topics and areas within system administration in which the speaker was highly
knowledgeable about. Other speakers had the opportunity to present research they
had conducted based on research papers that had been been accepted prior to the
conference. And lastly “The Guru is in” sessions in which respectable individuals
within the industry would come and share their years of experience and knowledge
regarding various interesting topics.

Workshops
The workshop sessions were concentrated on more focused discussions for the
participants. These sessions would include more practical discussions as both instructor and participants would engage in a more practical way of looking at the
respective topics. This could include having the attendees work out solutions to a
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discussed problem or a problem domain, or have them identify business functions
and objectives for fictional organizations.

Figure 2: One of the many sessions that one could attend during LISA 13

2. Conclusion
The LISA 13 conference ended up giving the seven students that departed from the
University of Oslo a tremendous amount of new knowledge about the industry of
system administration. It also gave us the opportunity to talk to many interesting
individuals with many years of experience within the industry and as professional
system administrators. The conference gave us insight in how the industry is today,
and how system administrators are sharing their knowledge so that they can further
help ease the many frustrating tasks a sysadmin meets daily. We also had the pleasure of working with an exceptional USENIX staff that took care of us while we
were there, and we hope our work during the conference week was satisfactory.
We would like to thank NUUG for giving us the opportunity to travel to the US and
attend the LISA 13 conference, as without it we would not have had the chance to
attend. Lastly, a big thank you to the USENIX and LISA 13 Staff, it was a real
pleasure working with you, thank you for taking care of us and showing us the
ropes during our stay.
Kind regards Jonas,Kjetil,Gisle,Mads,Ole-Jørgen, Stig and Martin.
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